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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3211 - 3212

He is also fully prepared!

As long as there is any danger in Levilia, he will immediately start.

The King of Evil Gu didn’t talk nonsense, and immediately took out the strongest evil Gu.

Take out a box.

A terrible aura filled the audience.

The poisonous creatures around them became restless, and even the beasts they kept
made terrified movements.

And all the living people who were used to refine the poison gu also became restless.

Because the poisonous gu in their bodies felt the aura of the strongest evil gu.

The most terrifying thing is that the disciples of the King of Evil Gu are also far away.

If the main distance is too close, it will be sucked away by the most poisonous Gu.

This is the reason why the most poisonous Gu will die near it.

“You all stay away!”

The King of Evil Gu laughed and said to Levi Garrison and the others.

Levi Garrison waved his hand, and Doctor Dark and the others all retreated.

“I’m fine! I want to watch my daughter!”
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Levi Garrison said.

The King of Evil Gus didn’t take it seriously.

Open the box slowly.

Immediately, a terrifying aura filled the audience.

This evil aura is far more terrifying than those gods.

They are comparable to the fierce beast that Levi Garrison encountered when he first came
out of the Antarctic glacier.

Levi Garrison looked over immediately.

The most poisonous Gu turned out to be a small insect.

But it is a heaven-defying poison!

But this little bug is too bright and colorful.

It looks cute and pretty.

But no one dares to touch this poison!

Anyone who knows this little guy will break out in a cold sweat.

From the very beginning to refine this poisonous Gu, I don’t know how many living people
were used.

Even the King of Evil Gus doesn’t remember it.

However, his surprised eyes fell on Levi Garrison.

“Huh? What’s wrong with him?”

The King of Evil Gus wondered.
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He knows better than anyone how strong this strongest evil Gu is.

As long as it is within 100 meters of it, it will definitely die.

Not to mention that they are so close now, as long as the aura emitted by the strongest evil
gu is contaminated, it will immediately corrode the body and devour blood essence.

But Levi Garrison in front of him has nothing at all.

But soon the King of Evil Gu’s attention was on the little bug.

He is now only looking forward to the complete refining after the poisonous Gu has
swallowed up Levilia’s highly poisonous nutrients!

Who can stop him then?

Those people out there are going to die!

After the little bug came out, it seemed to smell the poison on Levilia’s body.

Shaking his body excitedly, he immediately ran towards Levilia and took a bite in Levilia’s
hand.

Sure enough, this poisonous Gu now likes all kinds of poisonous poisons and devours
poisonous poisons as nutrients.

The more toxic it is, the more it likes it.

Now madly absorb the poison in Levilia’s body.

Levi Garrison stared at Levilia intently, paying attention to the changes in her every move.

As soon as Levilia changes, he will immediately take action.

He also carefully felt the changes in Levilia’s body, especially the toxins in his body.

After all, this poison is too cunning, and if it is affected by external forces, it will intensify.
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I don’t know what will happen to this strongest evil Gu?

But soon, Levi Garrison’s face showed ecstasy.

Because this strongest evil gu is like the natural enemy of this toxin, madly absorbing the
toxin in Levilia’s body.

The toxin has no ability to resist at all, let this evil gu madly absorb it.

The so-called one thing down one thing.

Now the toxin in Levilia’s body is only its food, how can it resist.

The toxins on Levilia are decreasing, and Levilia is not a problem, but the process is too
painful.

surprise!

What a surprise!

Levi Garrison was extremely surprised.

And for the King of Evil Gus, it was a great surprise.

Because with the speed at which the strongest evil Gu absorbs Levilia, it also becomes
stronger and stronger.

The breath is almost twice as strong as before.

Still on the rise!

He will become the most poisonous Gu!

A rare poison in the world!

“Hahaha……”
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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3212

The King of Evil Gu couldn’t help laughing, and his breath also rose.

Because this is his Accompanying Poison Gu, which is connected with his bloodline.

The stronger the poison Gu, the stronger he is.

A terrifying aura enveloped the entire Shifang Mountain.

The aura and magnetic field were abnormal, the wind was blowing, and there was lightning
and thunder in the air.

The aura formed a vortex in the air, and everything around was affected.

Terrible visions are scary!

When Long San and the others were waiting outside, they all exclaimed when they saw this
phenomenon.

“It’s over! It’s over!”

“It must be the strongest evil gu that has absorbed the terrifying toxin, and is about to be
completely refined!”

“Levi Garrison, you will be a sinner! Now it’s too late for us to stop!”

…

The crowd yelled angrily.

However, Qinglong and the others still formed a human wall to block them, and they would
not take a step back.
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…

The little bugs are getting more and more crazy about absorbing toxins, and Levilia’s
situation has been getting better.

The King of Evil Gu was very excited: “It really is the strongest poison! Hahaha… I have never
seen such a powerful poison!”

“Baby, hurry up hurry up…”

He also urged excitedly.

If Levi Garrison slapped him in the past, he wouldn’t know to be quieter.

But now Levi Garrison is also very excited.

This is the first time I have seen such an effective method.

Even better than the original holy spring…

…

Because the little bug absorbs toxins, the body also changes, sometimes purple, sometimes
red…

I don’t know how long after that.

“Boom!!!”

Suddenly a thunderbolt exploded.

Immediately, the mountains in the ten directions were shaking wildly.

The most terrifying breath pervades, and all creatures in this area are extinct!

All the flowers, trees and treasures of heaven and earth have withered.
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Even the aura crystals were all pumped out.

If it weren’t for Levi Garrison, Doctor Dark and the others would be in danger.

And the blood of the disciples and grandchildren of the King of Evil Gu was also drained out
of thin air at this moment.

There are also those living people who refine Gu, they are all used to sacrifice the strongest
evil Gu.

Levi Garrison was devoted to Levilia, so he only protected a few doctors in the dark.

Others really don’t care.

Moreover, those living creatures who were caught to refine Gu have long lived together with
Gu.

can’t be saved.

Might as well give them a relief.

“Hahaha… I’ve made it! I’ve finally made the strongest poison Gu!”

The King of Evil Gu laughed wildly.

And the worm was swallowed by him in one bite, and the two became one.

This strongest evil Gu was actually made by him.

It was actually him who practiced!

He exudes a terrifying aura!

Like a monstrous river and sea, rolling out, tearing the whole world apart.

powerful!
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Strong enough to explode!

I don’t know how stronger they are now than these gods!

Just one step away, Levi Garrison just delivered it today.

Help him to become the most poisonous Gu!

Isn’t that what he’s been waiting for?

It worked!

It finally worked!

The surrounding heaven and earth treasures, or the blood and essence of living creatures,
are constantly being absorbed by him.

This feeling of dominance is really great!

But at this time, Levi Garrison’s attention was all on Levilia.

The strongest evil Gu is powerful.

However, the poison in Levilia is even more powerful. It only absorbed half of it and reached
its limit state, making it the strongest poisonous Gu.

Not absorbed at all.

Levilia still has half of the toxins left in his body.

But this is already great news for Levi Garrison.

Levilia will be well.

After absorbing half of the toxin, Levilia’s physical condition has improved a lot.

Success is in sight.
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Only half of the toxin is left.

“Hahaha, I made it, I am invincible in the world!”

“Who can fight me?”

The King of Evil Gu next to him laughed loudly.

Suddenly, Levi Garrison appeared in front of him with a bang.

“Snapped!”

A hard slap.

“Are you arguing with your mother?”
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